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The Party Pack

4-6 PEOPLE 

20-30 minutes

in the box
Char Siu Baos
Uncle Chan's Pork and Prawn Siu Mai
Prawn Har Kau
Stella's Lo Mai Kai Glutinous Rice
Parcel
Siu Long Bao Soup Dumplings
Qin's Coconut Custard Bao
Auntie Lau's handcrafted Wor Tip
Dumplings
Tea 
Chopsticks
Cocktail Garnish
Cocktails (if chosen): Margarita,
Passionfruit Daiquiri and an Espresso
Martini.
See individual packets for specific
allergens. Various products contain
nuts, wheat, dairy, sesame, soy,
crusatceans and sulphites

What you will need: 
Any kind of steamer OR some metal
foil, and a pan with a lid. For cocktails
- ice and a cocktail shaker or a sealed
jar with lid e.g. jam jar or nutribullet.
 

SHARE YOUR CREATIONS
@PLATEAWAY
@YUMSENG.CHEERS

WWW.PLATEAWAY.COM
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Char Siu Bao
Place the bao in the steamer. The paper on the bottom of the bao
prevents it from sticking.
Steam for 15 minutes from frozen and serve when piping hot.

bamboo steamer/make your own
(How to use a bamboo steamer or how to make your own steamer
can be found on
https://www.yumseng.co.uk/pages/steam

Uncle Chan’s Siu Mai Dumplings
Cut four coin sized carrot pieces. Place them in a steamer. Place
each dumpling on to top of the carrot. The carrots stop the
dumplings sticking to the steamer
Steam for 20 mins from frozen and serve

Prawn Har Kau
Cut four coin sized carrot pieces. Place them in a steamer. Place
each dumpling on to top of the carrot. The carrots stop the
dumplings sticking to the steamer.
Steam for 15 mins from frozen and serve

Stella’s Lo Mai Kai
Place the parcel in a steamer. If following the menu guide, fit the
four siu mais in the remaining basket space
Steam for 20 minutes. The siu mai can also be steamed for the same
amount of time (to make things easier)
Remove the parcel and unfurl the lotus leaf. Tuck in!

Siu Long Bao
Cut four-coin sized carrot pieces. Place them in the steamer. Place
each dumpling on to top of the carrot. The carrots stop the
dumplings sticking to the steamer
Steam for 15 minutes from frozen and serve.

https://www.yumseng.co.uk/pages/steam


STORAGE

CONSUME BEFORE

GOT A QUESTION?

Dumplings arrive frozen. They are best stored and cooked from frozen state
and will be ready in 15 minutes. Dim sum is best re-frozen upon delivery. 
 Can be frozen up to 3 months

Transfer all components to the fridge as soon as received. Ensure
all chilled items are cold on arrival; do not eat if warm. 

Email us at info@plateaway.com

Dragon Pearl Jasmine Tea
Add half the sachet of pearls into a cup. Pour in boiling water and
allow 4 minutes for the leaves to steep.
Once the leaves have fully unfurled, it is ready to drink
After the first steep, the second can be a bit shorter as the leaves
have already opened up. Apply 2 minutes for your second brew.

Qin's Coconut Custard Bao
Place the two baos in a steamer. The paper on the bottom of the bao
prevents it from sticking.
Steam for 15 minutes until piping hot.

Auntie Lau's Pork Wor Tips
Bring a pan of water to boil, and then add the wor tips. Stir with a
dash of oil (this stops them sticking together) and make sure they
don’t get stuck on the base. Boil them gently for 10 minutes.
Drain in a colander and shake off any excess water.
Lightly grease a pan, and heat to medium. Add the dumplings, big
side down. Let the base turn a nice golden brown colour (between
3-5 minutes) and they are ready to serve!
Tip: cut some strips of ginger julienne style and add it to the wor tip
when dipping in soy sauce.


